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Abstract. Traceability is key to ensure food quality and safety from farm to
fork, yet high implementation costs and the complexity of the food supply chain
pose challenges to its operation. Here we propose a mobile-based bidirectional
tracing system for food products that integrates graphic data and peer-to-peer
(P2P) architecture. Our system allows data synchronization to happen seam-
lessly between all connected nodes by default, as data are gathered through
market transactions and all related product information is concatenated by
scanning 2D barcodes on products. The system’s decentralized and flexible
structure favours bottom-up involvement by stakeholders and is applicable to
various and dynamic food networks. Besides promoting resource efficiency and
transparency of origin, production and distribution, the system can mesh sur-
veillance and shed light on complex food networks, ultimately contributing to
the advancement of food research.

1 Introduction

The expanding distance from farm to table, and the consequence of food scandals
such as Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy (BSE), Dioxin in chicken feed, Food-and-
Mouth Disease (FMD) and issues such as the use of Genetically Modified (GM) crops,
highlight the increasing importance and challenges to safety and quality along the food
supply chain1.

Traceability can be used as an effective monitoring and management system with the
potential to increase transparent information2, decreasing the incidence of food safety



hazards, reducing the enormity and impact of such incidents by facilitating the iden-
tification of product(s) and/or batches affected, and to identify the problems and who
is responsible3, 4. Traceable information might also provide consumers with valuable
information regarding the origin of food products or ingredients and might contribute
to consumer beliefs regarding credence attributes, such as food safety5. Systems which
allow traceability help to minimize the production and distribution of unsafe or poor-
quality products, thereby minimizing the potential for bad publicity, liability, and re-
calls. Further, increased transparency throughout the supply chain can reduce informa-
tion asymmetry1.

With the trend in traceability, the world’s two largest economies also require food
traceability in regulations. EU directive 178/2002 requires mandatory traceability for
all food and feed products sold within European Union countries6. In the US, the Bio-
terrorism Act of 2002 mentioned that the person who manufactures, processes, packs,
transports, distributes, receives, holds, or imports food has the responsibility to establish
and maintain records1.

The current major challenges in traceability are compounded by the cost of implemen-
tation such as system construction, manpower, time, extra workload, and complexity in
the supply chain. In general, only large-scale production or high-priced products have
a high ability to control the supply chain and traceability in a systematic and rigo-
rous way, such as the Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) label, Nordic fish products7,
and Japanese wagyu8. However, not all food companies have sufficient economic value
or scale to invest in a traceability system, especially small firms may experience cost
disadvantages9. Furthermore, owing to the lack of uniformity in the traceability systems
used, coordination and allocation of costs and the benefits among various actors across
the chain may also be affected10,11,12. Therefore, a well-designed traceability mecha-
nism is necessary for multi-scale producers as a bottom-up resolution of the health-diet-
environment trilemma. The development of legal systems compatible with the new re-
gulatory framework is needed in policymaking, and for prompt and effective implemen-
tation. Extensive modalities of information and communication technologies (ICT) are
realizable in the era of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, in close coordination with glo-
bal sustainable development goals15.Nowadays, data is the essential ingredient in food
production to connect participants across the food supply chain to mitigate information
asymmetry. The P2P technology is a powerful tool and emerging topic in recent food tra-
ceability research16,17. P2P systems inherently have high scalability, robustness, and fault
tolerance because there is no centralized server and the network self-organizes itself18.
It has the characteristics of high throughput, low latency, powerful query functionality,
decentralized control, immutable data storage19, and built-in asset support. All of which
has the high potential and usability to tackle the complexity of traceability within di-
verse supply chain. Blockchain is known as a common technology base on P2P network.
Although it has some benefits and applications in finance, cryptocurrency and some agri-
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food supply chains, it still faces some limitations when it comes to implementation20,21,
such as accessibility for resource-poor enterprises22, the high energy consuming due
consensus mechanism20, inefficient storage and scalability obstacles23,24, which remain
problem in adopting traceability.

The aim of this research is to improve the popularization of the traceability system and
solidify the food supply network. We designed a mobile-based P2P traceability system
which discusses a set of data-driven gathering, exchange, and storage systems with de-
centralized, user-friendly operational frameworks that can be applied in different produc-
tion and distribution modes. By allowing the “precise and comprehensive traceability”
to be implemented more broadly and easily, it supports the management of multi-scale
and diversified food producers that are relatively underprivileged but more sustainable,
helping to balance the supply chain information asymmetry.

FIGURE 1 – Information from linear to mesh structure. The stacked-pie chart represents the database server. They cylinder-shaped chart represents the back-end
server. Computer and mobile icons represent the client front-end. (a) Conventional system : the server is centralized and each unit holds its own information that
is not connected. (b) Proposed mesh structure : Personal devices act as the database server, gives the information equality. Moreover, all information between
the supply chain is interconnected, and each unit can easily trace back to the upper provider.
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2 System Design : Mobile-based P2P traceability

2.1 Design concept : mesh structure in information

Conventionally, traceability data is stored independently by individuals within the
supply chain, it is extremely time and labor consuming for end-to-end data gathering
(Figure 1 A).

We designed the system for transparency and created the mesh structure of com-
munication for the food supply network, which enables individuals to coordinate and
interlock supply chains to produce or service collectively25 (Figure 1 B). It is more cus-
tomer driven and works in a less linear operation than conventional supply chain mana-
gement systems. Given that the role of the different stakeholders in a supply chain has
become increasingly blurred in recent times, the mesh structure reveals the bidirectional
communications and interactions of individuals, which restores the comprehensibility of
the whole process. Moreover, by reducing the information asymmetry, the mesh struc-
ture enables the supply chain to choose their suppliers of sources fairly and increase
the rights for the consumer. In this paper, we propose the integration of information
concatenation with mobile-based P2P network coupled to a graph database, for high
versatility and a user-friendly approach that implements an ideally mesh structure over
stakeholders’ communication and information. This low-cost self-management tool for
multi-scale holders is expected to further reinforce the food supply network with mesh
surveillance and information symmetry while lowering entry barriers to the precise and
complete traceability.

2.2 Graph database and 2D barcode for information concatenation

The building blocks of the mesh structure for food supply chain is a process of in-
formation concatenation that describes each newly generated piece of information in the
database and inherits the full line of (or lineage of) associated upstream information. We
propose a 2D barcode as a common language for product identification in the system, to
both carry and transfer the information as well as act as the media to access the informa-
tion. It is commonly used in tracking and tracing initiatives because they are flexible in
size, offer high fault tolerance and have fast readability, which can be read by any mobile
device26.

Not only is basic traceability information recorded, but users can also add any additio-
nal information to the database, which keeps the flexibility in addressing the diversity of
products, production scales, and regulations. We chose graph database, which can easily
trace and track the end to end information of a specific point27. It offers infinite scala-
bility which plays a crucial role in our proposed architecture on top of a decentralized
network. The graph database offers operations which are in harmony with the data flow
in our architecture. In our preliminary studies, we concluded that graph databases will be
more performant due to the required data-flow in our system, which makes them perfect
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candidates to be used in smaller devices such as phones, on a slow network connection,
and a real-time architecture. (More technological explanation in supplementary material
1 & supplementary fig. S1 & S2).

In this system, consumers and producers are not specifically distinguished28, as long
as the registered ID holders receive the product from others, they are interlinked. Through
the mechanism of information concatenation, the transaction process of the product ge-
nerates the new route of its barcode with the responsible IDs, which also allows the
upstream information to be inherited to the next barcode. The traceability in the supply
chain is therefore achieved without additional constraints, information is intuitively col-
lected, which also reduces the workload in data collection, and the chain continues as
long as the product keeps transacting to the next party.

2.3 Information decentralization with Mobile-based P2P

Information about products stored into 2D barcode should be easily accessible throu-
ghout the entire mesh structure. We propose to rely on a P2P technology that combines
high availability with high robustness29. The decentralized nature of P2P networks al-
lows actors in a supply chain to share surplus computing and storage resources on their
personal devices with the entire network as peers30. The structure becomes firmer when
peers increase. Mobile-based services allow any personal device to download the service
from the back-end server to become a peer, which reduces the entry barrier and increases
the versatility for multi-scale production. The mobile-based P2P has a lightweight de-
sign in read and input, allowing low storage capacity devices to utilize temporal storage
before the data wildly spreads, and offline usage when it faces a weak connection. Even
consumers can join and contribute to the P2P network, which extends the network and
reduces the cost for managing the servers, and can be started among any production com-
munity. Servers (super-peer) can be introduced to enhance the functionality of the system
and its robustness. (in the middle of fig. 1 B). The access frequency of old data decreases,
and the characteristic of short consuming dates in food supply chain does not require the
long term keeping of data. Therefore, an archiving strategy can be implemented where
the older finished cases can be moved to super-peers after a chosen period of TTL (Time
-to-live). Archiving can compress the data properly based on the access frequency, or
keep only the hash of data which prevents tampering.

This technologic approach will enable end-to-end traceability by bringing a common
technological language to the food chain, while both allowing consumers to access the
story of their food products on their phones through their label and shortening the dis-
tance with producers31. P2P increases robustness and security because it removes the
single point of failure and control that can be inherent in a client-server based system32.
Even the system manager or super-peer is only acting as a high-performance node among
others (in terms of computational resource and storage). Once the information is uploa-
ded, it belongs to the whole network instead of a specific party, which is essential in the
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complete traceability process. Each piece of information provides critical data that may
potentially reveal food safety issues with the product concerned31.

3 System operation and user scenario

The system is designed to allow food industries to coordinate their value chains via in-
formation technology by integrating the business processes of customers, suppliers, and
trading partners among different companies in the industry. The system is flexible and
versatile enough to assist those multi-scale producers who account for a large number of
markets and the diversity of their products and production models3. Once the 2D barcode
is generated, it will be encrypted and uploaded to the database and duplicated in the P2P
network. Transaction of the product and regeneration based on this 2D barcode relies on
the consensus between two parties at various locations in the reality, which creates many
chains in the database. Further, one product (barcode) can be traded to different places,
which means one barcode can have multiple transactions based on multiple consensuses.
It is extremely hard to tamper with or fake the chain, due to all divergence or conver-
gence branches of this chain which must be taken in to concern. It shows that chains are
loose coupling, which indicates the aggregation of consensus. This system functions in
three parts (Figure 2) : barcode generation, transaction, and access right. (See more ex-
planation about mobile interface and function of the proposed system in supplementary
fig. S3)

3.1 ID registration & product barcode generation

Clear record of responsible party in traceability among the supply chain contributes
to the more precise recall and management33, therefore, the ID registration in the system
is mandatory to join the supply chain. As fig. 2 (a-1), every time the product is physically
or chemically changed, the responsible ID holder should generate a new barcode. If the
product has associated ingredients or components that the producer is utilizing or ad-
ding to modify the product, the producer is required to scan all of their barcodes prior to
generating the new barcode. The scanning action realizes the information concatenation
to ensure the accuracy of traceability. Later, input the product information or associa-
ted documents to generate the new barcode. Part of the mandatory product information
which is required by law is embedded into the barcode for people to gain in the offline
environment.

3.2 Transaction

Refer to the Food Traceability Guidance provided by FAO34, the system will always
record the responsible ID, product name, time and location for every transaction. This
prevents acts of dishonesty or misuse of the barcode for not only producers but also
allows related stakeholders among supply chains to inspect whether the new route is
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valid. The traceability continues via transaction (Figure 2 a-2), and we have designed a
two-factor authentication process for verification to avoid misuse and specify the respon-
sibility (Figure 3 step 2-3). The same action can be taken in a relay scenario to record
the second transaction of products. Our offline first capabilities mean that if connectivity
is lost to other nodes due to a network error or no availability, the application will store
all changes locally and automatically synchronize as soon there is a connection. Addi-
tionally, memo or modification can be added during and after the transaction, however,
the edited record will remain.

3.3 Access right and Tree map

Information will be divided into product and transaction information, which allows
different access rights (Figure 2 a-3). Anyone can read the product information and the
concatenated information via scanning the barcode, and easily trace the tree map, howe-
ver, with the permission function in the graph database, only the barcode producer can
track the forward traceability. (See different user scenario in Figure 2 (b)) Further, the
product from the same batch might be transacted to various places by different people,
these transactions are partially commercially confidential, therefore can only be viewed
by associated ID. Traceability systems help firms isolate the source and extent of safety
or quality control problems. The more precise the tracing system, the faster a producer
can identify and resolve food safety or quality problems35. Our system enables the produ-
cers to track forward and understand what their products are used for, and the consumers
can trace back upstream to understand the origin of the source. This mechanism com-
pletes the tree map of traceability, which accelerates the time for defining problem points
and response times for recalls when any incident occurs. In addition, other relative sup-
ply chains can also be notified faster if they have been affected. As long as there is a
connection between products, the scope of traceability will not be limited.

4 Discussion

4.1 Comparison with Blockchain technology solution

The latest hype in the field of food traceability associated with information and com-
munication technology is Blockchain. We completed extensive research before ruling
out Blockchain technology as our primary choice for decentralization, figuring out some
of the drawbacks and limitations24,32,37,38 when it comes to implementation and requi-
rements of the issue. Some notable features in our architecture compared to Blockchain
technology are shown in Table 1.
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FIGURE 2 – System function and scenario. (a) System function performs in three parts : barcode generation, transaction and access right. (1) Barcode
generation : Receive the upstream product information via transaction, and input to the new generated barcode with product information. (2) Transaction :
Firstly, in the “Activate step”, consigner scans the barcode of the product, and their interface will appear with the temporal 2D barcode (function and interface
please see supplementary fig. S3), which represents the action that is taken by the consigner. The consignee then scans this temporal 2D barcode and completes
the transaction, which is the “Receive step”. The same action can be taken in a relay scenario to record the second transaction of products. The process above
allows the product information to be inherited to the associated product later. (3) Access right : Information divided into product and transaction information,
which allows different access rights based on associated and non-associated ID. (b) Tracing & tracking : The boxes show the associated upstream information
in the barcode. ID holders can view the supply chain information related to themselves. Blue lines show the end-to-end tracing scenario and contents for
consumers, when they scan barcode E, the information of barcode C and D will be unfolded, and further reach barcode A and B from barcode D. Yellow lines
show the end-to-end tracking scenario and contents for producers. They can track barcode F, E, G and H by scanning barcode C, but the access right does not
allow s/he to read the non-associated information such as barcode A, B and D.
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FIGURE 3 – System function and scenario. Scenario illustration of system operation and the content in the database. User action in the food supply chain and
the corresponded records generated in the database. Step1, producer1 generates the new barcode, database record its ID. Step 2, for transaction, the consigner
scans the barcode of the product and a temporal 2D barcode appears for transaction, which represents this action taken by the consigner. Step 3, the consignee
then scans this temporal 2D barcode and completes the transaction, which is the receive process. Step 5-6, same as step 2-3. Step 7, every time when the product
is repacked or reproduced, it is mandatory to generate a new barcode. Item 2 included the information of item 1 for information concatenation. Step 8-9 and
Step 11-12, same as Step 2-3. Step 13, in the relay scenario, the product does not have any physical or chemical change, therefore, it only adds the transaction
record to the original barcode instead of generating the new one.
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1. High energy consumption39,40 : Non-associated data will be merged into a block
at a certain time based on the designed algorithms for verification. This consensus
mechanism such as PoW or PoS will converge data to a single chain. The compe-
ting miners in Blockchain technology use a disproportionate amount of electricity
to create the next block. Our architecture relies entirely on mobile phones because
of their availability among food producers, delivery trucks, distributors, and end-
users. We rely on the BYOP (Bring Your Own Phone) approach for the feasibility
of the final implementation from both the financial perspective and flattening the
learning curve for all the involved parties. Although modern mobile phones can be
used throughout the day dependent on battery life, our application will not be the
only item on those devices. The users still need to be able to make calls, use geo-
localized apps for direction, messaging apps, etc. The high consumption of energy
in Blockchain makes the choice of mobile phones impossible if they are not conti-
nually plugged into a charger throughout entire period of use. On the other hand,
our system relies on the actual transaction between two parties, the consumption for
consensus mechanism is based on the energy flow from the real world.

2. Blockchain is not actually a distributed computing system : The assumption
that Blockchain is some sort of a distributed computing system with nodes across
different geo locations is incorrect. In reality, all of the nodes which maintain a Blo-
ckchain do exactly the same thing while distributed, it is not a distributed computing
system that will benefit all. Our proposed architecture is not only decentralized and
distributed, but also has the ability to operate in parallel. For instance, the operations
related to the database such as insert, updates, and queries are executed in parallel
which helps to turn all the phones into a distributed computing system where the
devices can operate in parallel while executing different operations independently.

3. Blockchains can be inefficient regarding the storage41 : Most high-grade Blo-
ckchain network clients will store the entire transaction’s history. For example, in
the case of Bitcoin, the records can exceed over 100GB which is way beyond the
average storage capacity of a smartphone today. To store Blockchain data, that data
has to be downloaded and the verification process must be completed. Even with
recent advances in portable storage devices, the Blockchain technology is not a
viable choice for a long-term system depending entirely on mobile devices.

4. Blockchain remains weak when it comes to scalability23,42. Blockchains are not
scalable compared to our proposed architecture. In other words, the more people or
nodes that join the Blockchain network, the slower the network becomes. Although
there has been an increasing number of solutions to overcome this, such as only
store and access information on a Blockchain network, it is still not well equipped
for real-world applications. It has been cited by many researchers and engineers that
Blockchain technology requires significant improvements in speed and scalability
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before it can be adopted into our day-to-day life43,44. The distributed computing
system in our architecture allows easy scalability through the entire network and
has notable advantages over Blockchain technology.

Moreover, with concern to the feasibility of price, reliability in the shipping industries,
and the learning curve forced upon the involved parties, our system is superior. The
proposed architecture only requires a printer and a phone with internet and camera which
makes it easy to be implemented in multiple and diversified scenarios.

4.2 Extension and enhancement in traceability

1. Flexibility in TRU. A Traceable Resource Unit (TRU) is defined as a homogeneous
collection of one resource class that is used/consumed/produced/released by a pri-
mitive activity in a finite, non-zero quantity of that resource class36. Products from
small producers demand differentiation and have a higher chance that the suppliers
and the ingredients will change, thus the quality of each batch may be different.
In addition, generation of the barcode based on the batch is highly recommended
for precise traceability, which means consignees will not have the newest barcodes
if they did not receive the product from the consigner. This mechanism prevents
food fraud and adulteration. With the high flexibility to input data in our system, it
seems easy to arrange different TRUs according to different needs for batch control
and management, overcoming the inefficiency of production. This information can
also be quickly displayed in the system, showing different values of each batch of
products.

2. Forward traceability and proof of origin With the information concatenation na-
ture in our system, associated information of the supply chain is linked together.
Thus, people do not need to rely on specific organizations or third-party certifi-
cation to prove the origin, which reduces the cost for producer and increases the
consumer trust. Forward traceability allows producers to track the trade path of
their products and have more power in quantity control to manage and protect their
brand. Moreover, if the total output of the region has been recorded in the system,
the production volume, after deducting the consumption during processing, should
be equal to the inventory and sales volume in the final consumer market, which
can be used to prevent the adulteration. Our system records the responsible parties
for products among the entire supply chain. Further, we believe that enabling the
forward traceability from the source improves the food safety and quality. Tracea-
bility can be seen as an effective tool for supply chain to improve the quality of
raw materials36. Clear origin of ingredients reactivates and supports the sustainable
trends in community-based production and could help shorten the transportation
distance. Moreover, consumers often prefer products from a specific geographical
origin or a particular brand.
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3. Extend the data range and other application. We provide an extensive underlying
system framework that allows different interconnected traceability applications to
be designed and developed, which can be combined with other systems as plug-in
information for more comprehensive food supply-chain records. Apart from the di-
rect impact on the food industry and its internal organization, we expect that the
proposed systems will have a significant impact on consumers behavior through the
possibility of product information enrichment in buying situations. (See more expla-
nation in supplementary material 2 & supplementary fig. S4). Recently consumer
concerns have extended to non-food producers which are also associated with the
supply chain. For example, consumers are concerned with the processing and pro-
duction that attributes organic, natural, or genetically modified origins, as well as
environmental and sustainable issues such as the use of energy, resources, and the
emission of Green House Gases (GHG), or packaging and recycling. Another useful
application would be in social issues such as consumer justice, animal and human
welfare, and agricultural operations1,35,45,46. In terms of producer management, our
system could combine the information required for the trade, such as non-IUU data
of fishing, agricultural operation management records, and inspection reports, or it
could combine with the point-of-sale (POS) systems to manage and analyze sales
data. Also, by combining with sensors in refrigeration equipment, and recording and
reporting real-time monitoring data, producers can have better control and manage-
ment of the quality of products and supply chain. These issues cannot be addressed
with traditional food and product labeling but can easily be addressed with future
extensions of our P2P system. Although it is not the place here to expose such sys-
tem details, we would like to give the broader picture that could be built upon with
our traceability system.

5 Conclusion

The mobile-based P2P traceability system offers offline-first, and a real-time applica-
tion using 2D barcodes over a decentralized P2P network that benefits from end-to-end
encryption and tamper-proof solution. It is expected to improve the information discon-
nection in the conventional system and provide higher resilience with scalability, while
facilitating the food supply chain to manage its products and enhance its added value. In
response to the increasing demand for supply chain transparency, the proposed system
is expected to become an efficient tool in traceability for both consumers and producers.
The information on products is often scarce, expensive, or even sometimes impossible
to obtain. This results in imperfect information for consumers, a situation known to lead
to significant market failures29. In the proposed system, we integrate security as well
as the equality of information by decentralization, higher efficiency, and uninterrupted
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traceability by information concatenation. By being both 2D barcode and mobile-based,
the system can be used more widely with flexibility. Through the bottom-up strength it
is anticipated to increase the transparency and information accuracy in diverse food pro-
duction. We provide a system for multi-scale holders to coordinate their supply network
via information technology to produce a product or service for a market collectively
by synchronizing the business processes of customers, suppliers, and trading partners
among different parties in an industry. Clear origin of ingredients will help reactivate,
support, and help to sustain the trend in community-based production, as well as shor-
tening transportation distances. Ensuring ultimate traceability means giving people back
their rights to product information.
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